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Home cooked meals have never been easier!Â Dump dinners are super-easy, tasty meals for

fast-paced familiesâ€•all you do is "dump" a few readymade ingredients together, and voila, dinner is

served. Getting a home-cooked meal on the table during a busy weeknight can be challenging,

butÂ The Absolute Best Dump Dinners CookbookÂ will show you how to make the most of pantry

staples, pre-prepped fresh vegetables, and hidden gems in the frozen aisle to create comforting,

delicious meals the whole family will love. Inside you'll find:75 incredibly flavorful recipes, including

One-Pot Tomato-Basil Pasta, Chicken Enchilada Skillet, and Bacon, Potato, and Cheddar

FrittataHandy tips for prepping meals in advance and freezing so you can prep once and eat all

weekRecommended ingredients to always keep on hand for when you need to toss something

together quickly10 stunning salad recipes for when you're craving something fresh
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I appreciate the sentiment behind this book--easy, fast dinners for families with little time to

cook--but the "healthy" part is something it lacks. Velveeta-type cheese, canned creamed soups,

and various highly processed foods form the backbone of many of these recipe. Also--I find it

curious that "cooked ground beef" and "cut up cooked chicken" are among the other

heavily-relied-on ingredients, and the cooking time and effort is not factored into these recipes. I do

not expect I will ever use this cookbook, and I would encourage anyone who might to explore some

of the many options for actual HEALTHY fast recipes, the ones that use fresh meats, flash-frozen

veggies, fresh or dried herbs, and so forth.



I have been enjoying these recipes. I was lucky enough to get this book free to review and i love it.

The reason i wanted to review this book is because i love cookbooks and been trying to have a nice

collection on my kindle and two i wanted more easy and fast recipes to do.When i first saw the title

dump recipes i thought of weird things but its a pretty simple concept. Dump a bunch of ingredients

into a container and make a meal, being a guy this is my type of cooking. To be able to throw a

bunch of things together quickly and have a good meal is great. Easy and quick is how i like it since

i live a busy life of none stop work. I dont have to worry about making a bunch of items to make a

meal. I put a few ingredients together and forget it for a while. 'So far i have tried a few that i have

enjoyed. The chicken cordon bleu over toast is my favorite,Simple and yet so good. Taco soup is

another yummy one that only took about 10 min to get prepped.If you are looking for a nice digital

cookbook with some yummy QUICK and SIMPLE to use recipes then this one is great at it. The are

simple and quick but so far all the ones i have tried were tasty and didnt take much time.A bad thing

about this book that made me give it 4 stars is the lack of photos. I wish a photo for each recipe

would be included as reference and comparison to the authors finished dish. I really do enjoy books

with lots of photos so that was disappointing but at least the quick recipes make up for it.

I was a little thrown off by the name of the book, but after reading the product description I decided

to give it a try. I am a stay at home mom with an active toddler and a baby due this month. I save

money by cooking home made meals, but find it very difficult to balance my time and manage to

cook lengthy meals. Whenever I begin cooking, my toddler gets into some sort of trouble. Dump

Dinner's is really turning into a life saver! It gives me creative and nutritious options that don't

require extensive time spent prepping ingredients. Dump Dinners is the idea that I can grab all my

ingredients, place them all in a pot and the meal can be ready in minutes! Additionally, the book

gave me great tips on storing and saving my ripe avocado's (a food my family loves) and also goes

into great details about storing and freezing leftovers.I particularly like all the idea's that involve

using precooked chicken (I tend to use Costco Chicken). Especially since no one in my family wants

yesterday's Costco chicken! Dump Dinners is giving me alternative options, and my husband and

toddler are really enjoying having some variety. I also like that the book provides a variety of soup

ideas. I don't always use all the ingredients listed, or may substitute with something I have in my

pantry, but just having a reference and idea to work off of, really makes cooking that much less

overwhelming. I really recommend Dump Dinners for the mom's who want to provide homemade

meals and have limited time. My only suggestion would be that the authors provide more pictures of



what the finished products look like. This book is worth the cost!

I am a big cookbook collector, and I'm always finding one that catches my attention like this one -

The Absolute Best Dump Dinners cookbook .... 75 Amazingly Easy Recipes for Your Favorite

Comfort Foods. I feel there are good recipes in every cookbook, but not all people have the same

tastes, but I like this book! There are 75 simple, but excellent recipes to choose from.I like the

chapters which include:Dump It in a Pot,Dump It in a Skillet,Dump It in a Casserole,Dump It on a

Sheet Pan,Dump It in a Slow Cooker,Dump It in a Bowl.The cookbook includes measurement

conversations, tips, and recommended ingredients. There is a portion set aside in the cookbook for

telling why the author likes Dump Dinners, and more. Very interesting reading, and I don't want to

give it all away in my review. I will say that we've tried a few of the recipes, and they turned out

really well, and very tasty. Kind of like one of those throw it all in a skillet or slow cooker type dinner

meal, but with the ingredients and measurements all printed right in the book. I think you would be

pleased with a cookbook like this for those days when you want a good tasting meal, but simple to

fix. I am enjoying this cookbook so much. I received this product for free in exchange for an honest

and unbiased review.
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